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DEPOSING NAMED PLAINTIFFS IN
CLASS LITIGATION: UNCOVERING
AND LEVERAGING ISSUES OF
ADEQUACY AND COMMONALITY

Background
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Class Action Standards
• Numerosity
• Commonality

• Typicality
• Adequacy
• Predominance
• Superiority
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Class Action Standards
“What matters to class certification . . . is not the
raising of common ‘questions’ -- even in droves -- but,
rather the capacity of a classwide proceeding to
generate common answers apt to drive the resolution
of the litigation. Dissimilarities within the proposed
class are what have the potential to impede the
generation of common answers.”
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes,
131 S. Ct. 2541, 2551 (2011)
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Class Action Standards
“[O]nly a conflict that goes to the very subject matter of the
litigation will defeat a party's claim of representative status.
Beyond that straightforward proposition, defining the level of
antagonism or conflict that should preclude class certification is a
more difficult proposition.” 7A C. Wright, A. Miller & M. Kane,
Federal Practice & Procedure § 1768, at 389–93 (3d ed.2005).
“Though a plaintiff cannot be an adequate representative if he or
she has a conflict of interest with class members, not every
potential disagreement between a class representative and the
class members will stand in the way of a class suit.” 1 A. Conte &
H. Newberg, Newberg on Class Actions § 3:26, at 433–34 (4th
ed.2002).
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Logistics
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Timing and Location
Early vs late in the case

•

—

Caution: prematurity arguments

Multiple named plaintiffs

•

—

Can usually complete a named plaintiff deposition in half a day

—

Possible stipulations for more time than the rules allow

—

Advantages to stacking depositions or scheduling them back-to-back

•

Consider plaintiff-specific factors such as night jobs

•

In person vs. by video conference

•

Where case is venued or elsewhere
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Before The Deposition
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Plaintiff–Lawyer Relationship
• Preview deposition before you even sign legal services
agreement
• Establish actual communicative relationship early

• Send frequent updates
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Do Your Research: UCL Example
•

What are the claims and defenses?

•

California’s Unfair Competition Law
―

Plaintiffs must show reliance and causation: (1) suffered injury in fact;
(2) and lost money or property; (3) as a result of the defendant’s unfair,
unlawful, or fraudulent conduct. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17204; In re
Tobacco II Cases, 46 Cal. 4th 298, 316 (2009).

Key questions

•
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―

Why did you buy?

―

When did you decide to buy?

―

What did you see/who told you what?

―

How have you been injured? How much money have you “lost”?

Do Your Research: UCL Example
Jane Doe v. Widget Company

•

―

Plaintiffs seek to certify a class of individuals who purchased widgets at
a discounted price, but “unknowingly” paid tax on the full price of the
widget; allege receipts misleading

Admissions

•
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―

Why did you buy: Sales tax calculation and allegedly undisclosed
information was immaterial to decision to buy widget

―

When did you decide to buy: Before setting foot in the store

―

What did you see/who told you what: Did not look at receipts, much
less rely on them

―

How much money have you “lost”: Paid the disclosed amount and got
a widget in exchange and all bought additional widgets in transactions
identical to the one they claim was deceptive

Jane Doe v. Widget Co.:
Key Admissions
On why named plaintiffs didn’t return their widget

•

―

“Because it was not that much money, and I didn’t want to go through it.
I wouldn’t have wanted to go through the hassle. And I like [my
widget].”

―

“I was upset about it but not enough to return my widget.”

On whether the amount of tax or method of calculating sales tax
mattered

•

Q: So if you’d known at the time you made this purchase that the
sales tax was going to be calculated on – and I’ll quote you, “On the
original price of the widget,” would that have changed your purchase
decision”
A: No.
***
Q: Would it have made a difference to your purchase decision if [the]
amount [of the full price of the widget] was on [your receipt]?
A: Again, I think I planned to buy the widget.
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Do Your Research:
The Named Plaintiff
Surprises are bad – on both sides
Client records
Litigation dossier: Repeat player?
Social media research - Google, Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter
Private companies
Written discovery: Pros and cons of pre-deposition discovery

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Do Your Research:
The Judge & Jurisdiction
Research judge’s class certification decisions

•

Compare
In re JP Morgan Chase & Co. Shareholder Derivative Litigation, 2008 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 71353 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 19, 2008) (“There is a need to have plaintiffs
who can adequately represent other shareholders and exercise a meaningful
role in critical decisions such as whether to file suit or settle. . . .”)

With
Wahl v. Midland Credit Management, Inc., 243 F.R.D. 291, 298 (N.D. Ill. 2007)
(“[A]n adequate class representative must maintain only an understanding of
the basic facts underlying the claims, some general knowledge, and a
willingness and ability to participate in discovery . . . . The burden in
establishing that the class representative meets this standard is not
difficult.”) (internal citations and quotation omitted).
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Getting Ready: The Outline
•

Think like your opposing counsel

•

Always prepare an outline of deposition topics, regardless of whether
you are taking or defending
—

If you are taking, feel free to write out questions, but be flexible and
adapt your examination based on the responses you’re getting from the
Plaintiff

Prepare a list of exhibits likely to be used

•

•

Complaint

•

Plaintiff-specific records (employment file, transaction history)

•

Agreement with counsel (where discoverable)

•

Social media or other publicly available documents

Review rules on discoverability before giving plaintiff the outline or
letting plaintiff take notes during prep sessions

•
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Prepare to Take:
Topics for Inquiry
Lifestyle/background

•

—

“All natural” cases
―

When did Plaintiff start caring about “all natural”?

―

What other “all natural” things does Plaintiff purchase/consume?
―

―
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For herself? For her family?

Privacy cases
―

Steps Plaintiff takes to maintain her privacy

―

Privacy settings on social media (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn)

Prepare to Take:
Topics for Inquiry
Shopping habits

•

―

―

History or experience shopping with defendant
―

How often does she shop there

―

What does she buy

Importance of price
―
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If it’s a case about misrepresentation about price, ask about how
Plaintiff normally behaves when buying similar items
―

Do you closely review receipts? When? In-store? At home?

―

Do you normally ask questions about price? If no, then under what
circumstances do you ask? Costly items? How costly?

Prepare to Take:
Topics for Inquiry
The transaction

•

―

What did she buy? Why did she decide to buy? When did she
decide to buy?

Future transactions

•

―

Any purchases of product at issue after suit filed?

―

What were the circumstances of the future transaction(s)?
―

Jane Doe v. Widget Co.

Q: Did you ask the Widget Co. retail employee when you made
your [next widget] purchase what the true price of the widget was?
A: It never crossed my mind, no.

―
22

Any purchases of similar products?

Prepare to Take:
Topics for Inquiry
The injury

•

―
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How harmed?
―

“I paid premium” allegations

―

Compared to what?

―

Do any comparison shopping?

―

How much?

―

When did they realize they were harmed?

―

Any self-help?
―

Did they complain?

―

Did they ask questions?

―

Ask for money back?

Prepare to Take:
Topics for Inquiry
Knowledge of and participation in the lawsuit

•
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―

Questions about allegations in the complaint

―

Review/approve documents?

―

Meet with or talk to counsel?

―

Participate in strategy?

―

Time spent on case?

Prepare to Take:
Topics for Inquiry
Relationship to counsel

•

―

How did you select counsel? Who found whom?

―

Explore connections to counsel or staffers

―

Explore promises made/expectations from lawsuit

―

―

Expectation about incentive payment?

―

Expectation about costs and how attorneys are getting paid?

Explore litigation history
―
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“Professional plaintiff”?

Prepare to Take:
Topics for Inquiry
Supervising counsel

•

Q:
A:
Q:
A:

Do you believe you have an obligation to supervise counsel in this case?
No, if I understand that correctly.
How are you interpreting the question?
I can’t – I wouldn’t pretend to tell them how to do their job.
***
Q: And do you believe that as [the] client you have a roll in directing litigation?
A: . . . I hire an attorney or get – seek counsel because – for the same reason that I go to
someone to get my hair cut. They know what they’re doing, and I rely on their judgment to do
it correctly . . . No, I would not – I would not feel like I had to direct the attorneys.
***
Q: When you go to a hairdresser, do you just sit down and wait for the scissors to start
clipping, or do you give your hairdresser direction?
***
A: I know where you’re going with that. Thank you. We have a conversation.
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Prepare to Take:
Topics for Inquiry
Role of class representative

•

―

Class representative owes a fiduciary duty to absent class members, and the
role comes with specific responsibilities
―

Understanding of responsibilities

Must be financially able to serve as class representative

•

Q: Do you understand that [you could have an obligation to pay the attorneys’
fees of defendant’s in this case]?
A: No.

Q: . . .[I]f you lose, if you’re wrong about whatever you claim, then you could
have to pay for defendant’s lawyers and their costs. So, I’m telling you that now
‘cause you didn’t know. Have you made any plans as to how you’ll pay for that?
A: No.
Q: Do you understand that it could be more than $500,000?
A: No.
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Preparing the Plaintiff:
Setting the Meeting
• Set expectations early
• Convenient location for Plaintiff
• Timing is everything
• Documents and other things to leave at home
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Preparing the Plaintiff
•

Explain to Plaintiff where the real fight is
•

What are the most important substantive answers?

•

Be able to explain what the case is about in own words

•

Prep for adequacy/class counsel relationship

•

If you do not understand the question, ask to rephrase

•

Obligation is to tell the truth based on best recollection
•

Do not be afraid to say “I don’t know.”

•

Role playing

•

No documents other than those produced or to be produced
― Push to get all outstanding documents before deposition
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Preparing the Plaintiff:
Last Minute Prep
• Build it into the schedule
• Quick recap
• The three most important things

• The three substantive answers
• Keep it short – do not overwhelm
• Be a cheerleader
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During the Deposition
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Where to Start:
Plain Vanilla Option
General background

•

―

The “rules” and admonishments

―

Education, employment, prior deposition experience

•

Can help put witness at ease

•

Can help you develop a rapport

•

Plaintiff’s counsel should request a break early
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Where to Start: Shake Things Up
Ask, what do you think Company X did wrong in this case?

•

Q: Sir, what did defendant do wrong?
A: There’s several things wrong that the defendant did. There are – first, they kept my
information longer than – than the 90 days they specified. Let’s see. Hold on. I’m thinking
about it.
Plaintiff’s counsel: You can take your time
A: There was also the Loyalty Program. There was confusion on how to sign up. I’m not even
sure if I’m signed up at this time. There was also the issue with the Social Security number
being used on the Web site. Just a moment. Oh, yeah, and also the one-year protection was
not sufficient. It was inadequate. And also the failure to protect my information from – from
being – I’m sorry, I can’t work it. The protection to be – adequate security on my information.
Q: Anything else, as you sit here today, that you remember that the defendant did wrong?
A: That’s all I can remember for right now.
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Objections: Plaintiff
Plaintiff’s counsel should not be afraid to object

•

―

Protect the client and the claims

Know your available objections
Prep Plaintiff about the concept and purpose of objections
Make a record when appropriate
Know your witness and know the facts
Anticipate objectionable questions and be ready

•
•
•
•
•
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Objections: Defendant
•

Pay attention to objections to the form of the question and take
advantage of the opportunity to rephrase

•

Don’t be afraid to ask the question again, in the same way or another
way

―

Don’t give up too early, especially if it is important to your case

•

Don’t waste time arguing with opposing counsel

•

If necessary, remind opposing counsel that objections must be stated
“concisely and in a nonargumentative and nonsuggestive manner”
FRCP 30(c)(2)

•

Do not threaten to go to the Court unless you are prepared to do so,
and wait until you have a sufficient record
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Common Disagreements
Privilege issues

•

―

Discussions regarding retention agreement

―

Discussions regarding obligations and case strategy

•

Ability to pay costs

•

Arrests and convictions
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Make a Pretty Transcript
Strive for sound bites

•

―

Stand alone Q&A

Need self-contained references

•

―

Where you have a question, objection, and colloquy, need to reask the question or have court reporter read it back

With an ugly transcript, it is hard to leverage the money
points in your brief
Note, however, that a plaintiff’s own words may mean
more than canned or scripted answers

•
•
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Redirect
• Use judiciously
— What will best protect client and the claims?

• Make sure plaintiff knows it is coming
• Keep in mind scope and leading
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Social Media – Considerations for
Plaintiff’s Counsel
• Social media cannot be ignored
• Capture any relevant sites/postings immediately
• Research the Named Plaintiff online

• Ask about social media usage and talk to your client about how
it could relate to the case
• Prepare the Named Plaintiff to talk about social media if it is
an issue in the case

• Consider a protective order; leverage “proportionality”
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Social Media – Considerations for Defense
Counsel
• Ask about social media (including outlets you may not have
considered)
• Use the deposition to ask for permission to access those sites
• Consider sites reflecting level of sophistication as consumer
(LinkedIn, Blogs, Twitter)
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After the Deposition
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After the Deposition
Defendants
•Review the transcript for follow-up discovery
•Organize testimony by subject matter
―

Mark key passages for use in briefing while it’s still fresh

•If there’s more than one named plaintiff, create a chart of relevant
testimony

Plaintiffs
•Errata
•Written discovery based on “representations”

•Summarize nuggets – good and bad
―

Keep these in mind during any settlement talks/mediation

•Begin class certification/summary judgment briefs now
•Maintain the relationship
―
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Thank you cards, follow-up call, update letters

Use of Deposition at Class Certification
•

Adequacy: Inconsistencies or inaccuracies in Plaintiffs’
testimony

•

Commonality: Individualized nature of Plaintiffs’ grievances

•

Predominance: Whether remedies for the alleged misconduct
are susceptible of class-wide resolution and will overwhelm
any questions common to the class
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Use of Deposition at Summary Judgment
•

Consider individualized issues as basis for summary judgment

•

Potential for crossover with class certification issues
― Consider filing summary judgment at the same time
Even if not case-ending, can streamline number plaintiffs
and/or issues to be litigated at trial

•
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Any Questions?
Margaret E. Mayo
Morrison & Foerster LLP
425 Market Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Reena I. Desai
Nichols Kaster, PLLP
4600 IDS Center
80 South Eighth Street
Minneapolis, MN 55402

P: 415-268-7176
MMayo@mofo.com

P: 612.256.3244
rdesai@nka.com
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